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Its July and today marks 7 months since
ChangeinAfrica Magazine has been launched. We
hope you have enjoyed the last 7 months of
publications. 

We recently had to change our publishing schedule
from weekly to monthly. This was done to give us more
flexibility with the content we have and to manage the
resources we had available.

This Issue of CIAB Magazine features an interview
with Noella Coursaris Musunka, the Founder and CEO
of Malaika. Reading Noella's origin story reminded me
of why I launched ChangeinAfrica Magazine and
website. It was to shine light on the great things
happening in Africa. 

Malaika is helping the young girls in DRC empower
themselves by providing them with education, water,
an activity centre and so many other things.

If you would like to support the work Malaika are
doing or donate to them,  you can reach out to Noella
using the contact details below: 
www.malaika.org 
Facebook: @malaikadrc 
Twitter: @malaikadrc / @Noellacc 
Instagram: @malaikadrc/ @noellacoursaris 
LinkedIn: MalaikaDRC / Noella Coursaris Musunka

Editor's note

Editor-in-Chief
H U B E R T  N O M A M I U K O R

hubertn.

http://www.malaika.org/
http://www.malaika.org/
https://www.facebook.com/Noella-Coursaris-Musunka-1599180837064466/
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INTERVIEW

NOELLA COURSARIS MUSUNKA
FOUNDER AND CEO OF MALAIKA
Interview by Hubert N.
Photos owned by Noella Coursaris Musunka
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Noella Coursaris Musunka is a social

entrepreneur and the Founder of Malaika a non-

profit organization that is based in the

Democratic Republic of Congo.  She leads

Malaika at every level on a voluntary basis.

Noella is also a mother, an accomplished 

 international model, philanthropist and the

ambassador for The Global Fund to fight against

AIDS, Tuberculosis, and Malaria. She has

dedicated her time to raising awareness of the

importance of educating girls across the globe.

We had the pleasure of interviewing Noella

and she shares her wonder journey with us.

Her passions for educating girls, especially in

Africa, is second to none.



Noella : I am a mother, an international model,
and founder of Malaika, a non-profit
organization that is based in the Democratic
Republic of Congo. I lead Malaika at every level
on a voluntary basis. I am a philanthropist and
ambassador for The Global Fund to fight against
AIDS, Tuberculosis, and Malaria and I am
dedicated to raising awareness of the
importance of educating girls across the globe. 

I always wanted to be a surgeon as a child. My
dream to set up a school for girls in Congo came
to me as a young adult though I knew it wasn’t
the right time to pursue it so I finished a
business management degree and then some
friends entered me into a modelling competition
for Agent Provocateur, which I won. My
modelling career grew from there and I realised
I had a platform from which I could start to give
back to people in Congo. 

Social entrepreneurship has always gone hand-
in-hand with my other work as opposed to
being something I decided to do several years
into a successful career. In 2007 we founded
Malaika, which now comprises a school that
educates 370 girls with a holistic curriculum that
teaches literacy, languages, STEM, health, civics,
and arts. We also have a community centre that
provides education and sports programmes to
over 5000 youth and adults. 
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We built and refurbished 20 wells that supply

water to 30,000 people. There is also an

agriculture program that provides food for the

school canteen, as we feed the students twice a

day, and we also use it to teach farming to local

people. We have been going nearly 14 years now

and will see our first students graduate soon.

Malaika is a community-driven ecosystem that

can be duplicated in any context around the

world.
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Please tell us a little about yourself, your initial career aspirations and what drew you
to social entrepreneurship?



How much of your upbringing, surroundings
and environment influenced your journey as a
social entrepreneur?
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It was hard to set up Malaika in the first place as the rural village of Kalebuka where we are based

has no infrastructure. No electricity, no running water, and no roads. We had to lobby the

government to build a road to access the site and it was many years later that they built part of the

road. As a young woman I sometimes felt out of my depth but I have a great team around me. We

built Malaika together. I think this could be a common issue with social entrepreneurship, in that

there are often wider needs that need to be addressed. 

If we just offered schooling with no thought to their health needs, water sanitation, and community

cohesion then we would be leaving barriers in the way of the girls accessing the education we are

offering. You have to care about the whole person and also listen to what they need. Fundraising

was a huge challenge and one that is ongoing. A regular business may need money to get off the

ground but if it is successful it will fund itself after not too long. It’s not the same for social

entrepreneurs where we need to keep working to obtain donors and partners in what we’re doing.

As a woman, I have felt it hard to have my voice heard in some contexts and I have always sought to

make myself heard and not give up on what’s important. I also pick my battles and don’t lean

towards conflict but try to have empathy whilst also being strong and courageous.
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Noella : I have known two completely different
worlds in my life as a child and young adult
(which I’ll talk more about later) and seen the
difference that an education and empowerment
can make in the life of an individual, a family or a
community. This has been a huge driving force
in my journey as a social entrepreneur. I’ve
always known that I wanted to use the
circumstances I’ve been blessed with, especially
in contrast to what my life could otherwise be,
to lift up others and create change.

What key challenges have you faced as a
business woman and social entrepreneur, more
importantly, how have you navigated these?
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What advice do you have for women
aspiring to become business leaders and
social entrepreneurs, especially in Africa?

As a woman, I have felt it

hard to have my voice heard

in some contexts and I have

always sought to make

myself heard and not give

up on what’s important. I

also pick my battles and

don’t lean towards conflict

but try to have empathy

whilst also being strong and

courageous.

Noella : I am an optimist and I simply do not
give up.
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What would you say is your must valuable attribute as social entrepreneur?

"

"
NOELLA
COURSARIS
MUSUNKA-

Noella : Stay focused on what it is you want to
achieve. Find a mentor and work hard. Expect
challenges and struggle but believe in yourself
and you can do amazing things.
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What are the key challenges facing
Malaika in DRC?

Noella: I was born not far from where Malaika
now operates. My father died when I was five,
and my mom did not have the education to be
able to support me on her own. She sent me
away to live with relatives and receive an
education. She sacrificed so much so that I
could have more opportunities. 

When I returned to Congo again, I was 18.
During my visit, I met many girls whose stories
could have been mine. After talking with them I
decided that I wanted to do something to
provide them with opportunities -- an
opportunity to learn and to be empowered to
expect the best from their lives. Today, over 50
million girls in sub-Saharan Africa are out of
school. 

The COVID-19 pandemic will have had a
significant negative impact on many girls who
will not go back to school and complete their
secondary education. I realised very early on in
my life that if those of us who have received an
education and achieved even a small amount of
success in our careers can empower others,
then communities and countries will have the
chance to develop and uplift themselves.
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Please give us an overview of Malaika's origin story and the inspiration behind it?

Noella : Fundraising is always a major challenge
for us, and it’s been all the more so with the
pandemic, with individuals and economies being
hit all over the world. We can always use
sponsors, who get to connect with individual
girls, and new donors! Visit our website at
www.malaika.org to donate today and join our
global family.

http://www.malaika.org/
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Noella: Malaika’s mission is to empower Congolese girls and their communities through access to
education and healthcare. 

We achieve this goal through functioning as an ecosystem. Our free, accredited school provides a
comprehensive education to 370 girls. We also have a community centre that offers a range of
programs to 5,000 youth and adults, a clean water program with 20 wells that services over
30,000 people each year and a sustainable agricultural program that provides two nutritious meals
each day to students and staff.
Our community-driven model is one we hope to see replicated in communities and organizations
throughout Africa and the world.
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What are Malaika's key goals and targets in DRC?
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Before we end the interview, are there any other social enterprises you are currently
working on?

Noella: The Global Fund is an international organization working to end AIDS, tuberculosis and
malaria.
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Please give us an overview of what The Global Fund does?

Noella : I am collaborating with the incredible ladies at HURR for a campaign that benefits Malaika
through proceeds, as powerful women donated their clothing, while promoting a message of
female empowerment and fashion with meaning for a more sustainable, equal future. 
I’m also raising awareness for this same issue through my campaign with Fashion Avengers.

What does your role as Ambassador at The Global Fund entail?

Noella: I raise awareness that these diseases are still very prevalent in many parts of the
world. By drawing attention to this issue, we can draw support to work toward completely
eradicating these diseases.

Where does your passion and drive to defeat HIV, TB and malaria, come from?

Noella: We had a sweet student at Malaika named Miriam that died during the Christmas
holiday from malaria, she was only 6 years old. To lose a bright, young woman with the
potential of a beautiful future ahead of her due to a preventable disease was so hard for me.

We opened the student health centre in her memory. I wanted to find a way to proactively
stop this from happening over and over.
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Noella: Same to you!

We would like to thank you Noella for taking the time out to participate in this Q&A
session. We wish you all the best and hope to have you back at some point in the
future.

www.malaika.org 
Facebook: @malaikadrc 
Twitter: @malaikadrc / @Noellacc 
Instagram: @malaikadrc/ @noellacoursaris 
LinkedIn: MalaikaDRC / Noella Coursaris Musunka

You can contact Noella and Malaika using the handles below
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http://www.malaika.org/
http://www.malaika.org/
https://www.facebook.com/Noella-Coursaris-Musunka-1599180837064466/
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photos of Malaika's work 
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CO-FOUNDER OF TALENTEUMCO-FOUNDER OF TALENTEUM

INTERVIEW WITHINTERVIEW WITH
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Have you been influenced by any
business leaders, past or present,
and how?

Nicolas: I have been an entrepreneur since
I was 18 years of age, I created a
representative office in the France Textile
industry , as my parents worked in this
industry. Back in 2000, I realised I wanted
to work in the Dot Com industries. 

I started working in a Web agency in 2004
and quickly built my first Company , a
marketplace in the BPO and Call Centre
industry. This startup was sold, 5 years
after I launched it. 

I did a few consultancy jobs for companies
operating in the Internet space and
decided to move with my family to
Mauritius island, after that. 
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We would like to start this interview
by looking at your origin story. Please
give us an overview of your
background, career Journey, when
and how you got into
entrepreneurship?

Nicolas : Few of my clients and partners have
influenced me, I like working with smart people
and learn from others. I read a lot of biographies
of successful business leaders. 

In my industry Fred Swaniker, a great African
leader definitely had some influence on me. He is
the founder of the African Leadership University.

Nicolas: To be an entrepreneur is stressful, you
always need to be positive and believe in what
you do, always focussing on what you do. 

When entrepreneurs start a new business, they
need to take care of cash flow management,
hiring employees, time management, delegating
tasks, choosing what to sell, marketing strategy,
etc. These are all challenge they have to face
and overcome.

What would you say has been the
challenge to your entrepreneurial journey
to date?

What advice do you have for aspiring
entrepreneurs and business leaders
that are looking to launch or scale
their business?

Nicolas: I would advise that you start with a
proof of concept, make your first dollars and
then scale your business based on your market
feed back.
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In terms of value proposition, what
is unique about Talenteum that
makes it different from other
platforms such as Freelancer.com,
Fiverr and Upwork?

Nicolas: On one hand we have a Talent
crisis around the world and a gap of 85
million skilled workers as of 2030. On the
other hand we have unemployed qualified
talents in Africa, half of which are
unemployed graduates. 

Our solution is to bridge the gap between
these two issues. Talenteum.com is an
ecosystem platform for remote work
matching, and recruitment of talents on
behalf of our clients.
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Where did the idea for Talenteum
come from, and what problem or
opportunities is it capitalising on?

Nicolas: We are like a SAAS platform, our
clients pay a monthly fee to source and hire on
their behalf.

What is the operating business model of
Talenteum in terms of revenue
generation?

How is work delivered by remote workers
in Africa, quality assured and monitored?

Nicolas: We only hire top talents mainly in
white collars roles, they are independent and
they know what to deliver. 
We are from a "Talent economy" and not from a
"Gig Economy". We do not need to monitor the
job done or this is done directly by our clients.

Nicolas: Talenteum is a Pan African
platform designed to help companies
employ remote-working local teams
worldwide and mainly in Africa. 

It handles local employment compliance,
payroll, human resource support, and
benefits from international teams, enabling
clients to productively hire and manage
full-time personnel internationally. We
offer long term jobs to people in Africa
with International companies.

With the recent uptake of cybercrime,
ransomware and hacking, how does
Talenteum ensure their client's work are
protected from data breach?

Nicolas: Our clients already have their own
rules for their Security and then they apply it for
Remote Work worldwide.
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Nicolas: The pandemic made businesses reinvent they way they work, so it was positive for us. 
You can imagine the impact this was for us, a real market in front of us now. Shifting to remote
work is both a measure to protect employees’ health and for operations to continue, it is a big
challenge for companies who have never worked this way before. In a state of emergency, they
are having to quickly reorganise or create new systems in order to work remotely everyday.
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What impact has the COVID 19 pandemic had on Talenteum?

Nicolas: Our Headquarter is in Mauritius and we have talents in 17 countries across Africa. We
now have to establish entities in each African country over the coming next years. Our clients are
mainly in Europe and USA.

What is Talenteum’s current geographical reach and plans for expansion?

Nicolas: Africa is the future of the world's economic growth, Invest in Africa , Invest in
Talenteum.com.

We have come to the end of the interview, and would like to thank you for
participating in this Q&A session.
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On May 20th 2021, we hosted an event to welcome the launch of our CyberCare service in South Africa
and discussed with a leading panel of experts the growing concerns over rapidly increasing cyber
threat in the region. Ahead of the launch, we surveyed business groups across the country,
representing approximately 10’000 SMEs, to gain a more insightful panorama of the issues at hand.

An alarming 43% of cyberattacks target small businesses, particularly financial, healthcare, retail,
insurance, and legal sectors; cybercrime is evidently not just problematic for large businesses. To delve
a little deeper, firms in SA suffer 577 cyberattacks every hour costing over R2.2 billion every year. With
SA falling victim to the third-highest number of attacks of any country, it was time the situation was
investigated.

SMEs in South Africa and the
Impact of Cybercrime
Article written by Rosanna Hayes
Head of communications 
STORM Guidance

C Y B E R S E C U R I T Y  I N  A F R I C A
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https://www.sa.cyber.care/


STORM Guidance ran the survey, ‘Cybercrime research: understanding the impact on small and
medium-sized businesses in South Africa’, which was completed by 33 business groups who represented
between 1 – 50, and 500+ business members each. The survey’s findings were compiled and the official
STORM Guidance 2021 Report: Impact of Cybercrime on SMEs in South Africa, was created as a
reference and educational paper on the topic. The following are highlights from the report, to name just
a few. 

To assess the general understanding of the topic, we asked: ‘How would you define cybercrime?’
Almost all respondents identified an answer not considered to be a cybercrime: ‘Phishing or Malspam via
email’ was selected by 31 of the 33 respondents, followed closely by ‘business email compromise’ and
‘ransomware’. Although we can take reassurance from some knowledge here, it must also be noted that
almost a quarter of the respondents answered, ‘laptop or mobile device theft’, and as many as 6
business groups chose ‘IT support problems’. It would be fair to say that more work is needed in the
education of cybersecurity in the workplace. 

When asked: ‘Do you consider cybercrime to be a problem to SMEs in South Africa?’, 28 of the 33
respondents answered with, ‘a significant problem’, ‘definitely a problem’, and ‘extremely serious
problem’. There were no business groups who answered that cybercrime is not a problem in South
Africa, and only 5 answered that it was ‘somewhat of a problem’, indicating the increasing concerns over
the issue. 

In response to ‘rate the cybercrime risk level that your members are exposed to’, 11 of the business
groups surveyed expressed this level to be ‘serious risk’; 2 went as far as to say, ‘catastrophic risk’. 25 of
the 33 business groups answered that cybercrime is either a medium risk or of greater severity. 

We asked, ‘What do you consider the general level of cybersecurity to be across your
membership?’. 9 of the 33 respondents declared it to be ‘very low’, 17 answered ‘moderate’, a further 6
stated they considered it to be ‘good’, with just one business group estimating their members to have an
‘excellent' level of cybersecurity. 

In the hope of transparency between members and their business groups, we put the question to them:
‘As a percentage, how many of your members have suffered a cybercrime in the last 12 months?’
14 of the 33 respondents were unable to answer, whilst a third claimed the figure to be above 10% of
their members. Some went so far as to claim that as many as 50%, 65%, and 90% of their members had
suffered a cyberattack in the last 12 months.

When asked, ‘Who do you think your members would contact for help if they fell victim to
cybercrime?’, a variety of different answers were given which demonstrated the level of knowledge and
how equipped businesses are to deal with a cyberattack. A third of those asked said that they would
contact IT support. Following closely behind, the Police were named as the first point of call by 7
business groups. Whilst law enforcement is involved in dealing with cybercrime, the expectations victims
have for immediate response is unreasonable. The police will not help organisations rescue their
systems, or identify vulnerabilities.

C Y B E R S E C U R I T Y  I N  A F R I C A
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https://www.stormguidance.com/
https://0f0b2b03-ee48-4b65-8506-45de1421e2bd.usrfiles.com/ugd/0f0b2b_d9c4c3080d5045bfb5827e4d47f0d33c.pdf


It is hoped that the launch of CyberCare in South Africa will go some way to address the concerns in the
findings of the survey and those raised by the respondents in their answers. Business groups who
become members of the service will be able to offer access to some of the world’s leading cyber incident
response professionals as part of their membership offering. For more information, support, or
guidance, contact 0800 500 3055, or email contact@stormguidance.com.

C Y B E R S E C U R I T Y  I N  A F R I C A
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